First year team laces up the skates

Africa needs unity

A photo package of the SJSU hockey club team in action

Formerly known as Stokely Carmichael, Kwame
Ture has the answers for problems in Africa.
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Four seek president’s spot in upcoming A.S. elections
By Corey Tresidder
Daily staff writer

Candidates for
A.S. President
So far, only four people have
applied for the position.

Nicole Launder
Gabriel
Miramontes
X
Oliverio
X Pierre
X Tyler Warfield
X

Four candidates have applied for the
office of Associated Students president,
but many of the applications for A.S.
director positions are unopposed.
As of last Thursday, the candidates for
president are Nicole Launder, Gabriel
Miramontes, Pierre Oliverio and Tyler
Warfield. Nicole Anderson applied for
vice president, Don Brooks for controller
and candidates for the academic senate are
Stephen Goodman and Mark Vogel.
Launder is currently A.S. director of
personnel and is involved in many Aca-

demic Senate committees.
"Being so involved this year I’ve laid a
foundation for A.S. and the students that
can be continued if I am president," Launder said. -There is so much happening on
campus, I was really surprised there
weren’t more people that applied for
offices at the orientation."
Oliverio believes he would make a
good president because he has a grasp of
what the students want. "I am a compulsive person and will handle one task at a
time," Oliverio said. "I can get the task
done and done right. I will do my job
based on what the majority of the students

believe is right or wrong."
Current A.S. Vice President Kristi
Nowak will not be running for office.
Nowak said she chose not to run for president mainly because she wants to concentrate on school more than she could being
an A.S. representative.
Director of communications and director of academic affairs received no applications for candidacy.
The A.S. election board, the committee
handling the campaign, expects write-in
candidates to fill these two open positions
and possibly create competition in other
director elections. Election board director

Marie Gann said write-in candidates have
won past elections with as little as three
votes.
Other candidates for A.S. directors
include Lisa Desai for business affairs.
Marci Pedrazzi for California State Student Affairs, Losana Lin for ethnic affairs,
Miguel Avila for intercultural affairs,
Charles Huckelbery for non-traditional
minority affairs, Tasha Souza for personnel, Ramil Ramirez for sponsored programs, Jon Fleischman for student rights
and responsibilities and Blair Whitney for
See POSITION, back page

Notice planned
if budget cuts
mean layoffs
CFA concerned
union is warned
By Brooke Shelby Biggs
Daily staff writer

In an apparent attempt to quell
nervousness and suspicion among
university faculty that budget related layoffs are imminent, President Gail Fullerton issued a
memo Thursday to all SJSU
employees stating that there will
be plenty of warning should layoffs become necessary.
The memo stressed that the budget would not be finalized until the
summer, and specific decisions
about where cuts would be made,
including personnel, would not be
made until then.
The California Faculty Association’s main concern has been that
the university would begin the process of laying off faculty without
notifying the union, according to
Barbara Renteria, regional coordinator for the CFA, the CSU’s faculty union.
There have been deep concerns
among faculty fearing for their
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Gary Adams, of Berkeley, sells a bootleg music tape to ’limy
Alacron on Thursday during the African ( ’rafts Faire in the Sill-

Chip ton
()nay sTalt login
dent Union. Adams was selling tapes of various musical artists
from Brazil. Jamaica and other I.atin American countries.

Vendor sells home recorded cassettes
By Jack lYageser
Students shopping at last
week’s African Marketplace in
the Student Union found a bargain they hadn’t counted on
home recorded and copied cassettes of professional musicians
at as low as one-fourth the retail
price.
Gary Adams, a behavioral
therapist from Berkeley, had

about 100 tapes on display. of
which roughly half were home
recordings on Maxell blank cassettes. The 90 -minute tapes all
sold for $6 a piece.
Between customers Adams
kept busy by writing labels for
more tapes with his "own titles."
The tapes were completely legal.
according to Adams. because he
created the titles which he wrote
on the cassette boxes and tapes.

not using names of records or
songs of the anists.
Adams did, however, write the
artists’ names on the boxes. He
likened his operation to the
Wherehouse record and video
stores’ "Personics" system of LTC sting compilation tapes. But
Adams claimed he was "independently promoting the music" and
not working for a company.
Adams said he was helping the

artists by giving them exposure
where they would normally have
none.
"It’s a hobby," he added.
"Everything I make is spent on
more music."
Adams refused to comment on
whether the record companies
knew and approved of his reproducing and selling their property
See MUSIC, back page

Brawling players court date delayed a month
By John Bessa
Daily staff minx

A change in district attorneys
has delayed the prosecution of five
SJSU football players involved in
a bar room brawl last semester,
their attorney said.
All five, who were not arrested
and are free on their own recognizance, appeared at a hearing
Thursday at the Santa Clara County courthouse.
The district attorney reportedly
"wants them to work out a com-

memo sent by

Gail Fuller-

ton to all SJSU employees
jobs, emotions stirred up by recent
budget doomsaying around campus, Rentena aided.
The memo said that Fullerton
would follow all of the provisions
of the CFA’s contract and that she
would reserve the power to
announce layoffs.
"No layoff can occur until the
campus president announces that
such action is necessary, and any
such announcement would have to
be preceded by extensive consultation with appropriate campus committees and with the bargaining
agents for represented employees,"
the memo reads.
Fullerton warned campus
See lAYOFF, back page

Campus community
relieved war ceases

".’ 4,0.

Daily staff writer

’No layoff can occur
until the campus president announces that
such action is necessary...’

’(The district attorney)
doesn’t have enough
information yet...’
--winiam Dubbin,
defense attorney
promise." attorney William Dubbin said, but the "DA doesn’t have
enough information yet -all he has
is a police report with the hearsay
of the bouncers."
All of the five players, Fverett
Larnpkins, I.yneil Mayo. (’had

liymel, Brian Woods and Gabe
Smith, pleaded not guilty to
charges that they beat up three
bouncers at the Oasis night club on
According to the San Jose
Police Department’s report. I.ampkins, Hymel and Woods were
allegedly harassing a woman at a
food bar. The woman then asked
the bouncers to help her, the report
said, and the bouncers requested
that the three accompany the
bouncers outside

The players allegedly agreed.
and while walking out of the club,
Hymel reportedly hit a bouncer,
Jake Baker, in the face, breaking
his nose and knocking him to the
floor, the repon said.
Reports differ as to what happened next, but a melee allegedly
began between the bouncers and
all five of the players, the report
said.
The bouncer’s broken nose was
the most serious injury reported.
See COURT, page 4

By Brooke Shelby Biggs
tionter
Dairziin
Optimism for the tentative peace
in the Middle East is running amok
at SJSU among faculty and students since the U.S. offensive campaign in the desert was suspended
last week.
Even those of theological and
political orientations traditionally
pitted against one another sound
like bosom buddies now that the
smoke is clearing from Operation
Desert Storm and a cease-fire is
imminent. But it may not last too
long.
"No one is ever for a war, so
everyone’s absolutely happy the
fighting’s over," said Mary Lindsey, president of Campus
Democrats.
Roy Young, political science
professor at SJSU, said, "I’m for
anything that stops people from
killing other people."
The next political battle may be
fought over how to piece together
an agreeable United Nations proposal to rebuild the region. But for
now, anything that doesn’t include
fighting and killing sounds good to
everyone; those who supported
Bush’s war policy and those who
didn’t.
The trickiest part is yet to come,
according to Alden Voth, SJSU
political science professor. Voth,
who has taught in the Middle East
and written two books on U.S. foreign policy in the gulf, says he is

’The big problem has
been dealt with. Now
the key is U.N. involvement in creating a new
political order in the
region.’
Alden Voth,
SJSI. political science professor
optimistic. but there is plenty ot
diplomatic work yet to be done.
The big problem has been dealt
with," Voth said. "Now the key is
U.N. involvement in creating a
new political order in the region."
Seth Dolcourt, president of the
Jewish Student Union, said that he
counts himself among those just
grateful that the fighting is over.
But establishing that new political
order is just the next sticky situation.
"Wars are always due to bad
policy and bad communication,"
Dolcourt said. "Now we have an
opportunity for the United States
and the United Nations to help the
Middle Eastern nations better govern themselves."
But Dolcourt said he is far from
certain that any U.S. involvement
won’t aggravate peace -time negoSee REACT, page
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On rocky road to Gulf peace
that the cease fire
Now
seems to be proving
genuine, the post war
politics begin to take form.
Candid admittances by President
George Bush and his top military
officials that the liberation of
Kuwait didn’t quench U.S.
objectives in the Gulf War,
marked the onset of what’s sure to
be a growing list of political
realities. The enervation of the
Iraqi military was merely the first
step to allow the U.S. to get its
foot in the door of the fragile
glass house we call the Middle
East.
The U.S. seems to be trying to
discredit Iraqi President Saddam
Hussein by relying on adverse
opinion of him from Iraqi soldiers
and civilians.
The focus now turns to the
solidification of the "new world
order" in the Middle East.
We are concerned that the U.S.
may overestimate how long the
welcome mat from the Arab
community will remain.

It’s clear that the U.S. will
maintain a formidable military
force in the region to deter
another uprising from a Middle
East neighbor. To overstep our
bounds, through either military or
political means, in this region
could prove to be a peace -ending,
explosive mistake.
attempt reorganizing the
political order in the region
To
without the unconditional
backing of the United Nations
would only tilt the already fragile
balance and further the
enterprising, police-dog image the
U.S. has developed. The U.N.
must be the backbone of any
transformations, not the U.S.
economy.
The Persian Gulf War can in part
be blamed upon poor U.S. policy
decisions, particularly the backfired arms sales to Iraq.
The decisions we make now and
the near future will influence the
likelihood of peace for years to
come.
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LORRIE VOIGHT

Legalizing drugs:
A policy of choice
The Hemp Initiative California, fight drugs, seven million went towards
currently brought to attention in the Feb. law enforcement: placing more officers on
19 issue of the Spartan Daily, has thrown the streets and making more arrests.
the issue of drug legalization into focus Unfortunately, most of the people arrested
once again. For all of our government’s are users and much of the drive -by
efforts to convince us that drugs are the shootings ant gang fights are linked to,
root of all evil, the issue continues to be and perpetuatid by, the dealers.
Turning :, .1istribution and selling of
debated.
It started during slaarliosatgan era,Aulsea drowlsito ...1 open, legal enterprise is
Nancy urged each and every Ameriean to bound to eliminate some of the gang
violence associated with it.
"Just say no" to drugsa statement that
took a much too simplistic approach to
Instead of wasting money on law
dealing with our country’s narcotic state enforcement that is making futile arrests,
put the money into treatment centers and
of affairs.
In his first year of presidential office.
Bush declared his infamous "War on
The U.S. government must
Drugs," a theme trumpeted in the media
for several months to assure Americans come to terms with the fact
that our social problems linked to drugs that drug dealing has
were, at last, going to be conquered. If
the U.S. government would just open its become a big business and
eyes, it would realize that drugs will never many people are dying over
be absent from our society, but
legitimizing usage could help eradicate money-making motives, not
some of the adverse effects of drug overdoses.
distribution and sales.
Set up
The current legal and justice systems arc drug -education programs.
failing miserably in keeping drugs off the programs within the schools that stress the
streets. Gangs are killing each other over negative effects of drugs on the body, not
territory and customers, both of which the illegal aspects. Give people a choice
translate into money for drug traffickers. and they’ll consider more options; tell
Innocent people are getting killed in the people that they cannot do something and
they’re likely to do it anyway. Kids have
cross-fire between dealers.
Many proponents of drug legalization been educated on the ill side -effects of
support it as a way of controlling the smoking and, consequently, cigarette
"drug problem," whereas those smoking has decreased among our
individuals who oppose such action youngsters.
The U.S. government must come to
continually spotlight the fear of an
increase in "drug usage," thereby terms with the fact that drug dealing has
worsening already existing social and become a big business and many people
are dying over money -making motives,
health problems.
One careful look at these two viewpoints not overdoses. Thousands more people
will show there are separate issues being arc dying of lung cancer, heart disease,
and alcohol -related car accidents than arc
discusseddrug "problems" and drug
"usage" arc not synonymous. Drug usage overdosing on heroin or cocaine.
We cannot eliminate drugs from our
is just a small part of the overall picture.
No one knows whether legalizing drugs society, but we can better educate the
will increase usage, but the point is to public so they can make more informed
eliminate some of the social problems choices.
associated with the illegal activity of
Lorrie Voigt is a Spartan Daily staff
dealing.
When Bush allocated SIO million to writer

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Fullerton surrenders
Editor’s note: This letter was
addressed to President Gail Fullerton
on Feb. 21 and refers to Wiggsy
Sivertsen, an SJSU counselor and gety
rights activist. It specifically deals with
Sivertsen’s discontent with Fullerton’s
initial failure to appoint a member of
the gay community to the Human
Relations Board.

Senseless tire policies
Editor,
It is idiotic to assume that the presence
or absence of a few sheets of paper on
residence hall doors could possibly
aggravate or start a fire, including one
such as the Moulder Hall blaze. Yet this
is just what the residence hall
government feels is the case.
First of all, as anyone with merely
rudimentary knowledge of pyrodynamics could tell you, the heat
generated through burning a sheet of
paper is not sufficient to kindle flames
in anything more than the driest of
twigs, and is thus unable to start a fire in
a residence hall. I think it is safe to
assume, then, that any flames would not
be appreciably aggravated by the papers
in question.
Let us consider two ways of starting a
fire: negligence and arson. My question
is thus: How could one possibly ignite
papers on a vertical surface in the
middle of a hallway through
carelessness? Perhaps leaving their
magnifying glass taped to the door?
Perhaps we can assume that the
residence hall government is supporting
this new "regulation" out of concern for
the residents’ safety, as opposed to
arbitrarily limiting students’ freedom of
expression. If this is true, why is it still
permissible to have huge cork message
boards in each wing, which would burn

This can hardly be a model of thought,
or courage, or honor for the young.

Editor,
Miss Sivertsen, a self -anointed guru,
habitually.builds a great mountain of
Opposition unstfailCrtet try
single fact and then, from that airy
elevation, bleats our misnomered
administrative wolves and wolvettes
into instantaneous terror and
submission.
longer and at higher temperatures than
simple sheets of paper? How about
garbage cans heaping with flammable
materials in each wing? Wc must look to
what really caused that fire. Was it
papers sct upon anyone’s door? No. nor
could it have bee n Ii was items of
furniture. But have they banned
furniture from the halls? No. Let us
return to our theoretical arsonist. Once
he finds that he cannot ineffectually
burn any sheets of paper, is he going to
leave defeated? Probably not.
It has been presented as a possibility
that residents could cover papers with
sheets of transparent plastic, and that
this would be permissible. Why should
residents be forced to pay extra money
for materials that will still burn and
cannot be written on when the hall
administration, who is supposedly so
concerned with resident welfare, fails to
install sprinkler systems, or supply fire
extinguishers for easy use? Why should
residents be so limited when each lobby
is covered with posters, papers and
furniture for convenient lighting? Why
arc residents limited in their freedom to
express their individuality on the doors
that they have paid to use when there is
no such restriction on much more
dangerously flammable materials inside
a person’s room, such as curtains, books
and bedding? Is it OK then to fry in your
own room, as long as you don’t involve

.Ygp vtrinot legitimakely ask any sane
individual tcridnige7-tir
surrender to, that peculiar variety of
ribald rabbitry!
Edward Laurie
Professor
Marketing

(ft Tx otrt gcel

the rest of the hall?
Of course, it is ridiculous to suggest
that such things could be restricted, but
it is terribly foolish to possibly prevent a
fire when other combustible materials
remain. If the administration’s goal was
to prevent fires through removal of all
combustible materials, the halls would
be very different. Residents would not
be permitted to keep books in the halls.
Carpets would be replaced with tile. All
doors and furniture would be made from
metal.
That would be if the administration
was consistent, hut they’re not. This is
academic, however, as the practice does
not work in any scenario without
limiting the freedoms of students.
Preventative measures can only go so
far before they become unreasonable
and foolish. This has gone too far.
Protective measures, ways of dealing
with an event when it should occur, arc
infinitely more valuable. All we’ve
received arc lectures on how to flee
properly.
The administration should either stop
limiting personal freedoms and get us
sprinkler systems, or they should admit
that they really arc not concerned with
student welfare.
Harold Ogle
Sophomore
Undeclared
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SpartaGuide
SpartaGuide is a daily calendar available to SJSU students, faculty and
staff organizations at no charge
Forms are available in the Daily
newsroom, Wahlquist Library North
Hoorn 104, and at the Information
Center of the Student Union (Letters
to the editor can also be submitted at
the Information Center.) The deadline
is 10 a.m The Daily’s staff members
attempt to enter each item at least
two days before the date of the event
in addition to the day of the event
Limited space may force reducing the
number of insertions

TODAY
PEP: Prevention Education Program. Drug
Awareness Week, Stan Mornsion. "Help me
coach. I m dying, 10 00 am, Student
Union Umunum Room, Giovanna Morrell,
’Pathways-Dynamics of Addiction.- 300
p in S U Guadalupe Room, call 924-5945
ART DEPARTMENT: Student galleries leatunng Gayle Puis, Jim Green. Liz Teague.
Tim Carothers. Nanette Wylde. Roberta
Stewart, 10 00 am, Art Department, call
924-4330
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT:
On campus interview onentatm. 11 00
am, SU Almaden Room, Employer presentation -National Semiconductor, 12:30
pm, SU Costanoan Room, Interview preparation, 230 pm SU Almaden Room,
call 924-5930
RE-ENTRY ADVISORY PROGRAM: Reentry support group, 330 pm, Counseling
Service Administration Room, call 924-5930
MECHA: General body meeting, 6 00 p m
Chicano Library Resource Center, Wahlquist
Library North. call 288-6470
PHI SIGMA IOTA: Aspects of the Atncan
cinema. 6 00 p m . Sweeney Hall room 242.
call 923-3665
LAMBDA SIGMA GAMMA: General meeting, 6 00 pm, SU Pacheco Room call
298-2549
MEChA: General body meeting 600 pm
Chicano Library Resource Center Wahlquist
library North, call 288-6470
TUESDAY
HISPANIC BUSINESS ASSOCIATION:
General meeting. 600 p in , Chicano Resource Center, Wahlquist Library North, call
924-2707
FOREIGN LANGUAGES DEPARTMENT:
Outdoor concert -South American folk music.

noon, S U Amphitheatre cal 924-4595
ASIAN
AMERICAN
CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP: Meeting on fellowship and
friendship, 700 pm, SU
Costanoan
Room call 275-1057

WEDNESDAY
FOREIGN LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT:
Foreign language book fair. 8 30 a in to
1230 p in Sweeney Hall lobby call 9244602
FOREIGN LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT:
Chinese dancers and Kendo demonstration,
noon. Student Union Amphitheatre. call 9244595
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION: Careers in banking by Bank of the
West, 500 pm.SU, Almaden Room. call
924-8714
MEChA: Raza Day planning committee
meeting, noon to 1 p m . Chicano Library
Resource Center, Wahlquist Library North
Room 307, call 924-2518
THURSDAY
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT:
Careers in foreign languages 1230 pm.
S U Costanoan Room, call 924-6053
FOREIGN LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT:
Foreign language book fair. 8 30 a in to
1230 p in , Sweeney Hall Library. call 9244602
SJSU ICE HOCKEY CLUB: Practice. 11 30
pm Eastridge Ice Arena, call 265-5098
PRE-MEDICAL ASSOCIATION: Meeting
and guest speaker, 1 30p m , Duncan Hal
ART HISTORY ASSOCIATION: Archaeology in modern China- an evening lecture by
Dr Kai), art hislonan, 630 pm.SU, Almaden Room, call 924-4351
CATHOUC NEWMAN COMMUNITY: Daily
Mass. noon. Campus Chnshan Center Chapel, cal 298-0204
SKI CLUB: Meeting-new officer nominations. 8 00 pm.SU Almaden Roars call
462-5717
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT:
Employer presentation Space Systems
Loral 1230 p.m., S.U. Guadalupe Room,
call 924-6033
CAREER PLANNING AND PLACEMENT:
On campus interview orientation, 400 pin,
S U , Costanoan Room. call 924-6033
MEChA: Raza Day planning committee
meeting. noon to 1 pm,Chicano Library
Resource Center Wahlquist Library North
Room 307. call 924-2518

Drought emergency fund YesterDaily
may require taxing water
California
SAN JOSE (AP)
Senate leader David Roberti has
suggested taxing water users to
raise money for a $100 million
drought emergency fund, taking a
no-pain, no-gain attitude this fifth
dry year.
"Let me be blunt: As long as
water is inordinately cheap tiere is
no reason for people to conserve or
in some cases to trade or sell,"
Roberti said last Thursday in a
speech to the California Water Resources Association. "For many
users, particularly those who benefit from the federal project, water
prices have not reflected the real
cost.’’
When Gov. Pete Wilson two
weeks ago issued his drought plan
which asked California communities to curtail water use by 50
percent this fifth drought year he
set up the MO million fund. But
he didn’t say where the money

would come from, suggesting he
would consider some sort of surcharge.
Senate President Pro Tern Roberti, D-Los Angeles, proposed a
surcharge of $2.50 per acre. Some
estimates say state residents use 40
million acre-feet of water in a year,
so that surcharge would raise the
$100 million, he said.

Because many students are not on
campus everyday. YesterDaily
provides readers with a recap of
the previous issue’s top stories.
SJSU will not be receiving
$709,020 that was expected from
lottery funds. On the other hand,
unexpected money from a faculty
retirement program will help ca.se
the financial crunch.

A teenage girl who allegedly
attacked two Kappa Delta sorority
"It would add a negligible members on Friday was released
amount to the cost paid by users of after the victims declined to press
high cost water. It would add a lot charges.
to the cost of the most under-priced
water in the state, and stimulate Members of the A.S. Board of
some interest in conservation," Directors voted not to allow off -site
Roberti told the association’s win- voting in elections except for
ter meeting.
students in the Moss Landing area.
"There must be sacrifices by all
parties so that our diverse state can
benefit from a sensible, comprehensive and long-term water policy," he added.

AL DEFECTIVE]

mittee hearing on the subject draw,
near.
Admiral Miller said the Nas.
panel, made up of military admin
istrators. will try to determine
whether "acts or failures to ad
by naval office employees let Stan
ford charge too much for indireet
research costs.
Mark Wetstone, a spokesman
for the naval office, said the pan
el’s report is due April 25. and it
will he left up to the admiral to decide if someone should be pun
ished for "failing in his duty."
"I don’t know if anybody is
going to be fired or lose their
stripes, but it will be rather embarrassing if someone is publicly
called a had manager," said
Wetstone, who added that at least
lb past and present Navy employees will be under investigation for
possible mismanagement at Stanford.

FMC
Tuesday, 3/5/91
12:30 pm - 2:00 pm
Costanoan, SU
TANDEM
Thursday, 3/14/91
12.30 pm - 200 pm
Guadalupe, SU

All interested students and alumni welcome’

Start networ$king now,

FOR MORE INFORMATION, CONTACT CAREER PLANNING
PLACEMENT, 924-6010, BUILDING

111111111111=a’r:E="2=-7=?’

For more Information: 924-2625, DH35 (basement)

EVERYONE WELCOME!

DEADLINE: MARCH 15

OVER 100 EMPLOYERS

SUMMER

AND CO-OP

JOB

Speakers
CFA Statewide President
-Pat NichelsonPAC/LEG. Corn. (Hayward)
-Leonard SchwabBargaining team member (S.F.)
-John Hess(Refres hments

FAIR
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 6, 1991

Following)

10 AM -3

Issues
Tentative CFA/CSU Contract
Implications of CSU budget

at THE EVENT CENTER

Wed. March 6, 1991

Your opportunity to interact with employers representing
industry education, government, health and community

2:30-4:30p.m.
University Club-Main Room
406 S.8th St.

CFA

PM
business,
services

BE SURE TO ATTEND’,
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PROTEST VIOLENCE AGAINST WOMEN

Drug Awareness Week, Mar. 4-8, 1991
Come join us for a fun, entertaining,
and informative week.

FODAY!

See tomorrow’s ad for
more highlights’

Tuesday, Mar. 5
Monday, Mar. 4
10:00 a.m. Umunhum, S.0 12:30 p.m., Montalvo, S.U.
"Help me, Coach,
I’m dying"
Stan Morrison, coach of
the Spartan Basketball
team. Exciting, informative
and motivating!

"Alternative Activities"
Adam Flores, National
Council on Alcholism and
Drug Dependency

4:00 p.m., Costanoan, S.U.
"Women & Substance
3:00 p.m. Guadalupe, S.U.
Abuse"
"Dynamics of AddictionHarriet Pila, coordinator
Early warning signs"
of Prevention Education
Giovanna Morelli of
Program. Don’t miss it!
Pathways Recovery
Treatment Center

MARCH TO

TAKE BACK THE NIGHT

Bring candles or flashlights.
The March is part of
Woman’s History Month
at SJSU.

"M

Thursday, March 7
6-8 p.m.
SJSU Amphitheatre

TAKE BACK THE NIGHT is an annual event in which women march together

to
protest the lack of safety and violence against women. This years event is being co-sponored
by the Womens Resource Center of San Jose State University and the YWCA

more information, contact:
Michele Anderson , Women’s Center
(408) 924-6500
For

AnneEhreman, YMCA
k tn:so. Ve.C,

National Weather
Service

SPACE SYSTEMS LORAL
Thursday, 3/7/91
12:30 pm - 2:00 pm
Guadalupe, SU

Spring Break ’91
March 24-29

Get High on Life!
pg0,..;;;

Cloudy skies, possible
chance of rain, light
winds, high near 55.

NATIONAL SEMICONDUCTOR
Monday, 3/4/91
12:30 pm - 200 pm
Costanoan, SU

Auditors questioned
Free! - Food For Thought
for Stanford errors
’The California Faculty 2ssociation Presents:

. SAN JOSE (AP) The Navy
has opened an investigation to find
who was responsible for its lax
oversight of Stanford University,
now under fire for allegedly overbilling the government $200 million for research costs.
Rear Admiral William C.
Miller, chief of the Office of Naval
Research, set up a panel last
Thursday to review why his
agency failed to audit Stanford’s
hooks during the 198(h. a blunder
that might have led to overcharges
that are still being investigated.
’The Navy has formed a fivemember fact-finding panel to establish individual accountability
for problems arising from a recent
Navy inquiry into Stanford University overhead (research) rates,"
Miller announced from his Arlington, Va.. office.
Results of that inquiry. released
Feb. 7, found potential for overcharges existed because the Navy
didn’t audit Stanford’s indirect
cost bills for research. Lack of an
audit paper trail made it difficult to
uncover any exact over-billing on
the $244) million in annual federal
research at Stanford. But an audit
is being conducted now as pan of a
continuing investigation
Indirect costs, also known as
overhead, include expenses not directly connected to specific research such as utilities, building
depreciation, administration, library facilities and some student
services and upkeep.
Because of a lack of oversight at
Stanford, taxpayers have helped
pay for such charges as depreciation of a yacht. antique furniture,
flowers and a wedding reception,
according to Paul Biddle, the Navy
contract negotiator who uncovered
the over-billing and laxity by his
predecessors.
Stanford President Donald Kennedy said the yacht charge was a
simple accounting mistake. He has
defended the other bills, saying
they were appropriate because they
were for his Stanford residence
where he holds official functions.
Nonetheless. Stanford has withdrawn about $700,000 in hills for
those challenged charges
Biddle, who started the Navy
pit) in 1988, claims Stanford has
over -billed the federal government
as much as $211) million during the
1980s, an allegation that four fed
eral agencies arc investigating as a
March IS Congressional subcom-

Tuesday’s forecast

The following organizations will be on campus to
talk to you’

DEATH
VALLEY

Earn one unit of credit in Natural
Science.
Explore this "Valley of Contrasts"
through its natural history.
The $155 fee includes food and facilities.

Gusty winds, scattered
showers throughout the
day, temperatures in the
mid -50s.

ATTENTION GRADUATING
STUDENTS!

Travel with Field Studies
in Natual History to

-4

Today’s forecast

(408) 295-4011
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Left: SJSU Hockey club
goalie Paul Legerski, left,
center Jeff Waite, and
forward Jim Campbell get
suited up for their
exhibition match against
The University of California
last Wednesday.
Below: Spartan forward
John Arceo battles for
control of the puck.
The Spartan hockey club
plays most of their games
on the road due to the lack
of a home ice rink.
Presently, the team uses the
Eastridge Mall ice rink for
practice. The Bears
defeated the Spartans 9-2.

Photos by
Chip Loven

Ice inspiration
in competition
About 10 masked men glide
through the ice-rink,
swishing their skate blades
and firmly holding their hockey
sticks like a bunch of wild,
escapade thugs. This frenetic sport
full of physical contact is not only
action packed but invigorating to
watch.
SJSU’s hockey club of about 20
members, was formed last
semester by SJSU library science
graduate student Steven Stitch.
Operating on motivation and the
love for hard ice, the team
practices late evenings at the
Eastridge Skating Rink, meeting
like a pack of Alaskan wolves.
Interest sparked to start the
hockey club when Stitch, now

president, said he went to a lot of
the Cal-Berkeley games and was
inspired to start a team at SJSU.
And with the coming of the San
Jose Sharks, Stitch, 28, said it
shouldn’t be a problem to get
people to join or take interest in his
team.
erkeley, an older
establishment, dates its
hockey team back to about
1928, but despite this advantage
the club courageously played a
game that was according to Stitch
"a good learning experience."
Although SJSU lost 9-2 on
Wednesday, it will be challenging
California Institute of Technology
in Pasadena on March 24. SJSU’s
record is currently 2-2-1.

Text by Precy Correos

dimme

Daily staff writer

Austrian named
NFL president

This week in sports for SJSU.

S_P_QU
Women’s Tennis
Men’s Tennis
Softball
Baseball
Men’s Tennis
Jammer Basketball
Jammer Basketball
Baaseball
Men’s Volleyball
Softball
Men’s Tennis
Baseball
Judo
Women’s Gym
Jammer Basketball
Softball
Baseball
Men’s Gym
Jammer Basketball
Men’s Volleyball
Softball
Judo
Men’s Tennis

Tue

Wed
Thu
Fri

Sat

Sun

Opponent

Time

Cal Poly SLO
2:00
UCLA
1:30
Berkeley
2:00
Univ. San Francisco
200
USC
1:30
Grand Rapids
7:05
7:05
Rockford
US International Unlv. 5:00
UC Berkeley
7:30
Long Beach State
6-00
Santa Clara
2:00
US International Univ. 2:00
Promotional
All Day
Illinois St. & Fullerton 7:30
7:35
Cedar Rapids
University of Hawaii
1:00
Alumni
1:00
Berkeley
7.30
7:35
La Crosse
UC Santa Cruz
7:30
University of Hawaii
1:00
Cupertino Invitational
All Day
Univ. Nevada-Reno
12:00

/
Everett Lampkins

Chad Hymel

1
I,yneil Mayo

I he five SJSU football players will
face a hearing on
the alleged brawl at
the Oasis night club
next month.

Brian Woods
Gabe Smith
From page 1
According to one of the he expects them to testify that
bouncers involved in the inci- they saw the incidents differentdent, Steven Hoey, the alterca- ly, he said.
tion is "no longer an issue
Spartan coach Terry Shea
between the Oasis and the play- could not be reached for corners but between the police and ment.
the players," he said, adding
The players’ next hearing
that the Oasis has no comment.
will be March 28. Dubbin said
Dubbin said he has twelve the players will not appear
SJSU students and one attorney because they will be on spring
who witnessed the incident, and break from school.
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"It’s more difficult because he’s
not there to give me the cheap baskets with the specials that we
run," said Keefe. "... I’ve been
getting a lot of attention inside
from defenses. It’s really wearing.
Other teams use a lot of fouls."

In his first two years at Stanford,
Keefe followed up a full basketball
Cardinal volNEW YORK (AP)
Neil R. season by joining the
Austrian was named president of leyball team. He plans to do the
the National Football League by same this year.
commissioner Paul Tagliabue.
"It definitely has helped me
Austrian, a New York business with my basketball," Keefe said.
executive, will be the league’s
Chief operating officer for business
A goal Keefe has an excellent
and financial operations. His re- chance of achieving is to play in
sponsibilities will include all NFL the NBA. A recent newspaper
broadcasting, special events and story reported unidentified NBA
other revnue-producing activities, sources saying that Keefe would be
.is well as club financial activities one of the first 15 players drafted if
under the league constitution and he were to apply for the NBA draft
bylaws.
after his junior season.

The Sisters of Alpha Omicron Pi
would like to congratulate our newest initiates:

COURT

Spartan home games in bold face type.
Basketball played at Event Center, Baseball
at Municipal Stadium, Tennis at South
Campus Courts, Swimming at Aquatic
Center, Gymnastics at Sports Complex
(SPX) 6, Softball at P.A.L. Stadium, Men’s
Volleyball at the Event Center Mini -Gym.

STANFORD (API Stanford’s
Adam Keefe struggles with a crisis
of identity.
As the best player on a team that
has little margin for error in a competitive Pac-I0 Conference, Keefe
can not help but feel measured by
the Cardinal’s sub-.5(X) conference
record. That he averages 21.3
points and 9.6. for that team is of
little help to this 6-foot-9, 230pound junior.
"The team winning is more indicative of what kind of player a
player is than his suits," Keefe
said. "I think it’s easy to be the top
yon a team and taking all the
shots if the team isn’t doing that
well.
"The numbers are nice, and I’d
like to keep them up, but then
again I’d sacrifice them in an instant for a couple of wins and second place in the Pac- 10 right
now."
Since he can’t do that, Keefe
feels his worth is diminished by the
Cardinal’s inability to climb to the
top of the conference standings.
"It has come up," Keefe said.
"It comes up more when people
are trying to decide. ’What kind of
player is he’?"
Apparently, Keefe doesn’t put
much stock in all-star teams he
was named to the All -Pipe-it)
Freshman team two years and the
all-Pac-I0 team last year or listen to those he competes against.
"He’s the best post man we’ve
played over the last two years,"
said UCLA coach Jim Harrick.
"In terms of low-post offense.
Keefe is the best in the Pac- 10."
said Washington State coach Kelvin Sampson.
Another development that has
shifted even more weight onto
Keefe’s shoulders was the injury to
Andrew Vlahov. Stanford’s second-leading scorer who underwent
ankle surgery on Jan. 30 and has
not played since.

Spartan s ports week
Mon

Keefe looking
for identity
in Pac- 1 0

Gina Contreras
Alexia Kirst
Lisa Parker
Sonja Rashid
Michele Whittpn

POSITIONS
Associated Students Program

(

VIDEO OPTIONS:
12"mos.o V. CARD

510
El 1
$435

14"MONO W,( SRI)
14"SW,A W/CARD

PRODUCT OF THE MONTH!!
EVEWAI INTRCRATIMGS APPLICATION
CONSULTING 943VICE AVARAILIC
NOV.’ i,M14I, CM LIMN/ SYSTEM
44M11140/111MS 14’ SI’PEN VGA
11o51T1411 10245754 02144,,, 11P, 16
? 01114 CARD COMPLETE READY
To IOUs
OT4.1/ 110411
1145 III rIMATE SOUNDRIASTga
W141110 .
CAMP 11165 PO ARIL MO 14014
10 4411 NAURU, PAVIA 401
COMPLETE SVIITPAI
ANOOTIBM

Debbie Blofeld
Danielle Foss
Stacie Onstad
Kiva Qualls
Suzie Thrash

AVAILABLE!

HAMDDISK OPTMENS:
1)40M11 2f1A4N
W WOMB/ 111MA
r
NEC) 10MB EADI
NEC 1 AOMR END1
MAXTOR 140MB E.SD1 AA

Alex Banks
Cristina Davila
Anna Lombardo
Debbie Puku
Jenny Sabatino

SUM

MC. COMPUTER
rkistlirevaTVICiA119.71)st ’.1?4416A3uAUTPAPRIW411,

olompl 515k mogiszczze Imeo is 4.114c1 V. chcno4v111ntAnollcv Not revonitMlor
HOURS
MON.-SAT 0 AM- 7 PM, SUN 12 NN 6 PM

executive

marketing
publicity
Forums

Board director positions for

director films
performing arts
multicultural/classical
concerts

Pick up on application pocket at
A S office (Student Union third

the

Hoar across from the ballroom) or
contact Nicole LoundedDirector of
Personnel)
DRADLINI IS

W24-6240

Funded by
ASSOCIATED
STUDENTS
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REACT
From page 1
tiation.
In the same vein, Voth said
coalition Arab forces must be the
cornerstone of any lasting security
in the gulf, and that substantial
U.S. involvement should end.
Army Li Col. John Petrick, professor of military science, said he
believes peace in the region
depends largely upon whether the
SJSU REACTION

WAR_
GULF
IN THE

Arab nations can establish an
effective dialogue with each other.
As an example of Arabs taking
the most active role in preserving
peace, Petrick cited a proposal to
institute a two-mile buffer zone
between Kuwait and Iraq that
would be patrolled by a coalition
of Arab forces.
Air Force Capt. Charles Dubuc,
assistant professor of aerospace
studies, said he believes that any
future role for the United States
military would be limited to participation in an Arab-led, U.N peacekeeping force.
Dubuc is careful not to get
ahead of himself, however, and
emphasizes that the peace is not

Activist addresses
black revolution
By Carolyn Swaggart
Daily staff writer

Socialism, unity, and revolution are the answers for Africa.
That was the point activist
Kwame Ture was trying to make
as he addressed an enthusiastic
audience of about 400 people in
the Student Union Ballroom on
Thursday evening.
Ture, formerly known as
Stokely Carmichael, helped popularize the term "Black Power"
and developed the Student NonViolent Coordinating Committee

continuing to struggle for African
unity. "We want you to go forth,
and go forth eternally," lure said.
The energetic crowd frequently clapped and voiced support in
response to lure’s statements.
According to Ture, the struggle
against the injustices of the capitalist system is just as important
in the 1990s as it was in the
1960s.
"Malcom X said ’extreme conditions must have extreme solutions,’ and the situation is more
extreme today than it was in the
60s," ’flue said.
Ture noted that all societies
work up from a basic social unit

’(Ture) writes of African pride, intellectual
capacity, challenging cultural injustices. He’s
harassed, stalked, incarcerated, all across the
nation for over 20 years.’
Kyle Stokes,
event organizer and vice president of African Leaders Educated and
Rising Together

in the 60s. He is a proponent of
Pan-Africanism, the "total liberation and unification of Africa
under scientific socialism." Rue
has lived in West Africa for the
past 15 years.
Kyle Stokes, event organizer
and vice president of African
Leaders Educated and Rising
Together introduced Ture
expressing disapproval for Shelby Steele, who opposes affirmative action. A member of the AllAfrican Women’s Revolutionary
Union, Stokes compared lure to
Steele.
"(Ture) writes of African
pride, intellectual capacity, challenging cultural injustices. He’s
harassed, stalked, incarcerated,
all across the nation for over 20
years.
"(Steele) writes a book of
African people which categorically reads as fiction, unqualified,
unquantified and unfounded,"
she said.
Ture opened his lecture by
emphasizing the importance of

Bank of Kuwait, or specifically its
New York branch.
CCC Treasurer James R. Little
said the defaulted Iraqi loans involved such products as wheat,
rice, corn, soybeans. sugar. wool,
eggs, cattle, poultry, tobacco,
yeast and fruit juice.
Banks that helped finance sales
of U.S. farm commodities to Iraq
have filed thousands of claims
seeking reimbursement under the
Department’s
Agriculture
longstanding export credit guarantee program.
The purchases go back some
years, depending on the terms
specified at the time contracts were
negotiated

WASHINGTON (AP) Private American banks could lose
about $2 billion in defaulted government-guaranteed loans with
which Iraq bought a wide variety
of U.S. farm products. an Agriculture Department official says.
Most of the losses will be covered by American taxpayers under
terms of guarantees provided by
USDA’s Commodity Credit Corp.
As of Jan. 7, about 1,000 claims
had been filed by 10 banks for
losses totaling about $500 million.
The claims were the result of
Iraq’s failure to meet payment
schedules following its invasion of
Kuwait last Aug. 2. One of the
Iraq’s creditors is the National

to larger social groups. It is an
evolutionary process, he said.
Tire pointed to the plan for European unity by 1992 as an example. Africa was on this path
toward unity as well, he said.
"This evolutionary process
was interrupted by capitalism,
through colonialism and slavery,
creating one of the worst holocausts humanity has ever seen,"
Ture continued.
"We can no longer continue
with the evolutionary process
because it has been stopped. The
only process that we can now
take to arrive at continental unity
is a revolutionary process," he
said.
Capitalism could not be used
to unify Africa, Ture said,
because it was capitalism that
stopped Africa’s growth as a unified nation. Therefore, socialism
must be the answer.
Ture said that many African Americans turn their backs on their
roots, denying that they have anything to do with Africa. Ture felt

Ken Wong

Daily staff photographer

Kwame lime, chairman of the Student Non -Violent Coordinating Commitee spoke on ’Black Power’ before a Student Union
audience Friday. Ture popularized the term ’Black Power.’
that African-Americans, more than
any other ethnic group, should be
looking back toward their mother
country. They are ashamed to say
they are Africans because they are
oppressed, he said.
The key to overcoming
oppression, lure explained, is to
acquire knowledge. People need
to read more and become more
educated about the world around
them. He listed off contributions
Africa has made to world history,
such as monotheism. If AfricanAmericans knew of Africa’s
influence on the world, they
would be proud to be Africans.
lure said.
Ture praised Martin Luther
King, Jr.’s contributions to the
struggle for African -American

rights, but he said that the capitalist society has watered down his
activism.
They admire his "I have a
dream" speech, but they ignore
other speeches he had made. lure
pointed out one of King’s speeches titled, "Why I oppose the war
in Vietnam."
"That’s the speech you need to
hear," said lure. "When you hear
that speech, you will oppose
every war that American imperialism wages."
Ture said that we have not
really won the Persian Gulf War.
"They have increased the
hatred in that area for Zionism
and imperialian," he said. "They
will not have a minute of peace
from this day on."
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absolute just yet.
"I hope we’re not premature (in
suspending the offensive)," Dubuc
said. "It’s not over ’til the fat lady
sings. All we can do is pray that no
one else gets killed."
Lindsey said she can only be 50
percent sure "that Saddam doesn’t
have something up his sleeve."
Uncertainty not only surrounds
the decisions about the extent of
future military action, but U.S. aid
for the region as well, if and when
the truce is final. Such issues could
redivide popular opinion, according to Young.
"Bush seems willing to be generous, but the American public is
bitter," Young said. "They’ll say,
’Why should we help rebuild after
all the terrible things Iraq has
done?"
Young said he expects the
money for the rebuilding of Iraq
and Kuwait to come from mainly
Iraq and other oil -rich nations in
the region. He said the U.S. contribution should be an updated version of the Marshall Plan, which
helped rebuild Europe after World
War II.
The U.S. population might resist
too much aid to the gulf once the
fighting forces have left, especially
after spending what seemed like
the "lion’s share" during the war,
Young said. But in proportion to
their populations, the other coalition forces contributed funds and
manpower comparable to the U.S.
effort, according to Young.
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From page 1
student services.
"It’s really upsetting to me about
the campaign numbers," Whitney
said. "Competition is important, and
the process of campaigning shapes
the candidate for the office. Last
year I had a real fight running for
community affairs, but this campaign is going to be a bummer."
Huckelbery, currently a non-voting advisory and stand-in at A.S.
meetings for Controller Jennie
Reyes, hopes the next set of A.S.
directors and officers can confront
the issues and solve the main problems the students have at SJSU.
"The biggest issue is the fee
increase. It really concerns me,"
Huckelbery said. "I’ve been concerned for the disabled, gay and
minority students on this campus
ever since I got here a year ago.
And it’s important to consider how
the fee increase will hit those who
can least afford it."
The only contested office other
than president is for director of
community affairs. Candidates for
the office are William Noren and
Steven Parker.

MUSIC
rom page 1
without reimbursing them.
"I’m not going to tell you
that," Adams said. "Now you’re
(messing) with my business."
Student Union Board of
Directors officials said they
were unaware of the situation
but do not concern themselves
with the products sold at the
booth.
"We go through and make
sure things are alright for safety
reasons," said Student Union
Scheduling Supervisor Cathy
Calvert. "We do not check what
they sell. That’s up to the
events’ organizer."
In this case the organizer is
the African Awareness Month
Planning Committee and none
of the contacts for that group

A candidate forum is scheduled
Wednesday in the upper level of
the Student Union. Each candidate
will be given time to speak on his
or her candidacy and the issues
surrounding that office. The forum
will begin at 12:30p.m.
Write-in candidates should get
as many people as possible to
write in his or her name on the ballot March 13 and 14. Rules concerning write-in votes are limited,
and write-ins are being accepted
for any of the offices open for election, not just the offices currently
without a candidate, according to
Launder, who was a write-in candidate last year.
The students will vote on writein candidates at the run-off election
March 20 and 21 if a majority is
not established during the election.
Candidates will be permitted to
post campaign signs on campus,
but the City of San Jose forbids
any campaign signs outside campus. A letter sent to A.S. states that
"any campaign signs.. posted outside university -owned property are
in violation of our zoning ordinance. The person responsible is
subject to a misdemeanor citation
and the signs are subject to immediate removal."

could be reached for comment.
Calvert said "(SUBOD)
would check a little closer next
time on what’s going on" when
booths get set up in the Student
Union.
Copyright infringement is a
major problem for record companies, according to a lawyer
for Capitol Records who
declined to give her name.
"Millions of dollars in revenues are lost each year because
people illegally record albums
and compact discs," she said.
The lawyer said that if their
titles had been on sale in the
Student Union and someone
notified them, they would prosecute the seller. Anyone who
might have purchased a tape
from Adams shouldn’t worry,
though, because she said record
companies would not attempt to
identify or prosecute purchasers.

Thai interim constitution grants
junta some dictatorial powers
BANGKOK, Thailand (AP)
Thailand’s King Bhumibol Adulyadej approved an interim constitution Friday that gives the new
military junta dictatorial powers
before an election is held.
The junta overthrew Premier
Chatichai Choonhavan’s elected
government February 23, when the
world was preoccupied with the
Persian Gulf War, and imposed
martial law.
Approval of the document.
which replaces the 1978 constitution the junta abolished, is the first
step toward forming what the junta
insists will be a largely civilian
provisional government.
The interim document gives the
junta the power to "do anything"
necessary for "preventing, curbing
or suppressing acts which damage
peace or national security, the
throne or the country’s economy."
It also declares the coup that
overthrew Chatichai "lawful." It
gives the junta the authority to
make national policy, along with
the provisional Cabinet, and establishes the junta leader’s dominance
over the Cabinet.

According to the 33-article document, the provisional government
is to call elections this year. But a
permanent constitution must be
drafted first, and if this delays an
election, balloting can be held up
to 120 days beyond the end of the
year.
The document also empowers
Thailand’s king to appoint an interim prime minister, but his
choice must be approved by the
junta leader.
The armed forces commander,
Gen. Sunthorn Komgsompong. led
last month’s coup and is the junta
leader. He has accused Chatichai.
who was elected in August 1988,
of corruption, protecting enemies
of the monarchy and trying to undermine the military.
During a signing ceremony Friday, a royal scribe brought the
constitution to Sunthom at army
headquarters, where he placed it
on a platform with the king’s portrait. Sunthom and other junta
leaders then bowed before the platform.

SAN FRANCISCO (AP) A
descendant of slaves and the greatgreat -grandson of their owner met
for the first time Thursday, catching up on a "family" history shattered in two by the Civil War.
Hugh Gordon and Jonathan
Wafer hugged each other and
shook hands before exchanging
written histories of the white Gotdons of Georgia and the black Gordons, offspring of former slaves
who came to California.
The two were brought together
by a mutual friend, San Francisco
Examiner columnist Noah Griffin.
The meeting resulted from sheer
serendipity, said Griffin who recalled the day he realized the common link to Confederate Gen. John
B. Gordon.
"What are the chances of talking to the descendant of Georgia
slaves in the morning and a descendant of their owners in the afternoon 2,300 miles and
140
years away?" he asked.
Gordon. 48, a stockbroker from
Piedmont, pointed out that there’s
a statue of the general, his greatgreat-grandfather, in Atlanta.
George atm

Daily staff pholographe

Wendy Coquilla, a senior graphic design major, preserves her
lithograph image on the printing plate during class Friday.
Lithography is the process of printing from a flat plate to
another surface, similar to the way most newspapers are produced.

LAYOFF
From page!
employees not to panic, and to disregard rumors that sudden layoffs
are about to happen.
While this should calm the fears
of many employees, plenty are still
unprotected from swift and harsh
cuts that may be necessary.
Renteria said she appreciated
Fullerton’s acknowledgement of
the union’s role, but said, "There is
a very big difference between laying someone off and not reappointing someone."
All employees who are not probationary or tenured faculty, or
who do not have one-year contracts, can be released or have their
workloads reduced by the university without going through the layoff
provisions of the CFA contract.
Lecturers employed less than six
years at SJSU are ineligible for the
two-year contract that the CFA
hopes to ratify at a conference

Wednesday, and which would go
into effect for July 1, said Manuel
Fimbres, SJSU representative for
the CFA. That contract would
ensure reappointment of lecturers
with six or more years of employment at SJSU.
Temporary employees hired for
one -semester stints based on
enrollment and funding will also
be left unprotected. Renteria said.
"When you think about the simplicity of it, (letting temporary
employees go) would be the easiest thing to do," she added.

"It faces north, so he can fight
the Yankees," he laughed.
The Civil War general did
plenty of that. History books say
he was wounded four times.
"I read that he didn’t fall down
until he was shot in the face." said
Wafer, 28, a paralegal from Berkeley.
Wafer’s family tree has famous
branches. His great-grandfather
was Walter Gordon. an All-American football player at the University of California where he graduated in 1918. He then worked as
an assistant coach at Cal for 24
years, gaining a law degree and becoming the first black police officer in Berkeley.
Gordon, whose family came to
the San Francisco Bay area after
World War IL said his father had
started researching his heritage
about 30 years ago. Wafer, while a
student at California, began to do
the same with Walter Gordon.
During a trip to the library
Wafer found that John Gordon, the
general, was the owner of Walter
Gordon’s grandfather, thus the
family name.
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WED., MARCH 6, 1991
JOB FAIR
EVENT CENTER
10:00 am - 3:00 pm
THE CITY OF FREMONT is a rapidly growing
community with a population exceeding 175,000
and land expanses of over 92 square miles.
If you have innovative ideas and enjoy challenge, join us at the
LAW ENFORCEMENT
ENGINEERING
prr RECREATION
Positions available with...
CITY OF FREMONT
City Government Building
39700 Civic Center Drive
Fremont, CA 94538
"IMF

Old Glory lifting
popular pastime
SAN FRANCISCO (AP) -lice around the country say Old
Glory has become a popular target
for thieves, and thefts arc increasing along with the number of flags
being flown to show support for
the U.S.-led military coalition.
Police agree the main motive is
profit, although there may be isolated cases of flags taken to protest
the conflict.
In Akron, Ohio, almost the entire stock of American flags at one
store was stolen, while foreign and
state banners were untouched.
Police arrested three people in
the burglary at the Falls Flag and
Banner Co. and recovered about
90 percent of the hundreds of flags
taken.

Want A Fun Job On A
Tropical Island?
Can you play volleyball? Tennis? Windsurf? Dance? Sing?
Play piano or other musical instruments? Not afraid to work
hard? Are you interested in an opportunity to learn Japanese?
Or are you just a great personality who can entertain others
into having the time of their lives? If you can do one or more of these
activities, we have the job for you.

TACITIC ISA7’II:15 Cy_143,
has beach resorts in Micronesia that cater to guests who want
to be entertained and play water sports and tennis. We have
openings for....

DON’T FORGET TO
TIIt
DOWNTOWN’ ’
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Civil War descendants
update ’family’ history

Clean faces

RECREATION COORDINATORS
AND ENTERTAINERS
Persons to organize and instruct water & beach sports, direct
games, arts & crafts, and to sing and dance in nightly shows.
Applicants should be high energy extroverted outdoor types with
recreation, sports or theatrical experience. Japanese language not
essential, but preferred. Willingness to work hard and learn
Japanese is necessary. We provide housing, meals and other fringe
benefits including round-trip airfares.

Tomorrow and
every Tuesday
in the Downtown Section
of the
Spartan Daily!

We will be on campus at the Career Fair on March 6 from
10pm-3pm with interviews following
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NOTE: P.I.C. requires a 6 - month minimum commitment.
Pacific Islands Club is an Equal Opportunity
Employer and all U S laws apply Proof of
eligibility to work in the U S is required
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